Aims. Our goal is to demonstrate the potential of the interferometric AMBER instrument linked with the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) fringe-tracking facility FINITO to derive high-precision stellar diameters. Methods. We use commissioning data obtained on the bright single star V3879 Sgr. Locking the interferometric fringes with FINITO allows us to record very low contrast fringes on the AMBER camera. By fitting the amplitude of these fringes, we measure the diameter of the target in three directions simultaneously with an accuracy of 25 micro-arcseconds. Results. We showed that V3879 Sgr has a round photosphere down to a sub-percent level. We quickly reached this level of accuracy because the technique used is independent from absolute calibration (at least for baselines that fully span the visibility null). We briefly discuss the potential biases found at this level of precision. Conclusions. The proposed AMBER+FINITO instrumental setup opens several perspectives for the VLTI in the field of stellar astrophysics, like measuring with high accuracy the oblateness of fast rotating stars or detecting atmospheric starspots.
Introduction
In optical, long-baseline interferometry, the most popular observable is the contrast (also called the visibility) of the interferometric fringes that appear when superposing the beams coming from several distant telescopes. The major limitation is the random optical delay introduced by the atmospheric turbulence, which make these fringes jitter around on the detector by a quantity larger than the fringe spacing. Practically, fringe blurring is avoided, either by reducing the integration time to a few milliseconds, which prevents observations of faint targets; or by using a dedicated fringe-tracking facility, the purpose of which is to stabilize fringes by measuring and correcting the optical delay in real-time. Fringe-tracking is generally used to observe fainter objects or to increase the spectral resolution, but this is not the only application. Another important gain is the possibility of recording very low-contrast fringes that that rise above the noise level after integration times longer than a few seconds.
Such small fringes are produced by astronomical objects spatially resolved by the interferometer. More precisely when Send offprint requests to: J.B. Le Bouquin e-mail: jlebouqu@eso.org ⋆ Based on observations collected during technical time at the European Southern Observatory, Paranal, Chile. observing a single star modeled by a Uniform Disk of diameter ∅, the fringe visibility µ drops according to the following law:
where B λ is the spatial frequency of the observation, given by the ratio of the distance between the telescopes B projected on the sky (called the baseline) and the observing wavelength λ. A is the Airy function (the Fourier transform of a disk of unitary size). The function A 2 actually goes to zero (fringes disappear) for a disk of diameter ∅ ≈ 1.22/B λ . After this first null the fringes reappear, but at lower visibility (second lobe). µ 2 0 is the interferometric response of the instrumental chain, also called the transfer-function. It changes with the instrumental setup and the atmospheric conditions. Therefore, it has to be frequently calibrated by observing unresolved stars, or stars with known diameters. Statistical errors and fluctuations of this transfer-function generally dominate the error budget when trying to estimate the diameter with high accuracy.
Because of the structure of Eq. 1, collecting visibility points in the vicinity of the first null of the A 2 function makes the diam- and corresponding simulated visibility-curves (solid line, bottom), assuming the uniform disk diameter of V3879 Sgr (7.56 mas). FINITO tracks the fringes along D0-H0 and G1-D0 in the H-band (star symbols), while AMBER records data of the three baselines across the K-band (circle symbols). The horizontal axes are the spatial frequencies B λ , marked in meter per micron, the vertical axes are the squared and linear visibilities.
eter estimation much less sensitive to the transfer-function uncertainty. For instance, measuring the exact spatial frequency at which the fringes disappear gives an estimation of ∅, formally independent from µ 2 0 , since one can use the relation:
In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of this technique at the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI, see Schöller et al. 2006 ) by using an adequate setup of the fringetracker FINITO (Gai et al. 2004 ) and of the scientific instrument AMBER (Petrov et al. 2007) . Section 2 describes the instrumental setup, the observations, and the data reduction. Section 3 details the results and discusses the obtained accuracy. The paper ends with brief conclusions and perspectives.
Observations and data reduction

Fringe tracking at VLTI
A description of the VLTI fringe-tracking facility can be found in Gai et al. (2004) . We recall here only its principle and main characteristics. The FINITO instrument records two baselines of a telescope triangle. Wide H-band interferometric fringes are formed by temporally modulating the optical paths before the beam combination. Output signals are processed in real-time with a modified ABCD algorithm. The measured fringe phases are used to reject fringe motion for frequencies below 20Hz. When the loop is closed, atmospheric perturbations are attenuated down to 0.15 µm RMS (performance routinely achieved on the 1.8m Auxiliary Telescopes but not yet on the larger 8.2m Unit Telescopes). 
Observations
We obtained data at the VLTI during the night of 2007 May 1, with the relocatable 1.8 m Auxiliary Telescopes AT2, AT3, and AT4 placed respectively at stations G1, D0, and H0. Ground baseline length is 64m for baseline D0-H0, and 71m for baselines G1-D0 and G1-H0. AMBER was configured in medium resolution mode (R ∼ 1500) with a spectral window 1.95 − 2.25 µm. During the night, we recorded 22 files (or exposures) on the bright semi-regular pulsating star V3879 Sgr. Hour angles of observations range from −01:20 to 01:15. Each file is composed of 70 frames of 1s integration time each (instead of the 50ms integration time generally used when the fringes are not locked by FINITO). At the beginning of the observation, we also recorded 6 files with the same instrumental setup on the calibrator star ν Lib. The stellar parameters of V3879 Sgr and ν Lib are summarized in Table 1 . Due to the combination of the V3879 Sgr angular size, the baseline lengths and the FINITO working wavelength, we were able to lock the fringes near the second visibilitylobe maximum on baselines D0-H0 and G1-D0 (see Fig. 1 ). Simultaneously, AMBER was recording data around the first visibility null with baselines H0-G1 and G1-D0, and at the very bottom of the first lobe with D0-H0 (which had a smaller projected baseline because of the star position in the sky). For a given baseline, AMBER records not a single point, but a range of B λ because it spectrally disperses the light across the Kband. As expected, fringe contrasts estimated from the FINITO real-time display were in the range 10 − 15%, depending on the baseline and the hour angle. During the observations, FINITO provided a locking ratio systematically larger than 80% (meaning that in each AMBER file, we recorded about 55 of the 70 frames with loop closed). However, we noticed that the FINITO performance degrades when the fringe visibility goes below 10%. We were not able to close the loop with visibilities smaller than 5%.
Data reduction
Step 1: We used the standard AMBER pipeline amdlib to convert the raw-data frames into uncalibrated square visibilities, following the reduction procedure described in detail by Tatulli et al. (2007) . We kept the 50% best frames sorted by signal-to-noise ratio on the fringe contrast. This efficiently discarded the frames recorded while the FINITO loop was open. Step 2: To compute an estimation of the transfer-function, we fit the data obtained on the calibrator ν Lib by a function of the form:
where λ 0 and ∆λ are the central and the full range of observed wavelengths; and µ 2 cal are the observed squared visibilities on ν Lib, calibrated from the stellar diameter of Table 1 . Data and associated fit are displayed in Fig. 2 . We decided to restrict our analysis to the range 2.0-2.26 µm in order to avoid the feature around 1.97 µm. Discussing this feature is clearly out the scope of this paper, and more importantly this does not affect our results. We then removed the chromatic slope of the transfer-function from the V3879 Sgr visibilities:
where µ 2 raw are the observed squared visibilities on V3879 Sgr. Note that we do not correct from the absolute value of the transfer-function, but only from its slope versus the wavelength. Therefore, our calibrated V3879 Sgr visibilities are not equal, but proportional to the real visibilities, and this multiplicative factor should be independent from λ.
Step 3: To extract uniform disk diameters, we fit independently each data set µ 2 (B λ ) by Eq. 1, considering both the transfer-function µ 2 0 and the diameter ∅ as free parameters. Because of the consecutive lobes of Eq. 1, the fit has several minima. To avoid being trapped by an obviously wrong minimum, we used as starting point the already published diameter ∅ = 8.09 mas and an ideal transfer-function µ 2 0 = 1. During the fit process, we assumed that these two parameters do not vary with λ (the star has a constant diameter and the slope of the transfer-function versus the wavelength has been corrected). Our fit also assumed the square visibility effectively to go down to zero between the first and the second lobe. This could be wrong if the target shape departs from centralsymmetry. However, by looking at the data displayed in Fig. 3 , it is clear that the recorded minima on baselines H0-G1 and G1-D0 are fully compatible with zero (min(µ 2 ) = 0 ± 0.0002), and therefore this assumption has no effect on the results.
Finally, statistical error-bars on the visibilities are propagated through the fit procedure to estimate the resulting uncertainties on the fit parameters ∅ and µ 2 0 . The formula assumed that 1) visibility errors are realistic and not cross-correlated, and 2) there is no other source of visibility error. The latter assumption is discussed in Sec. 3.1. A sample of selected fits for different hour angles is displayed in Fig. 3 , and the computed diameters are displayed in Fig. 4. 
Results and discussion
Our results show that V3879 Sgr has a round photosphere to sub-percent accuracy. Its diameter is about 7.56 ± 0.025 mas, and this value is consistent in all measured directions. Because of its location in the sky, V3879 Sgr has been previously observed several times with lunar occultation. We note that our value is about ten times more precise and within 2σ from the 8.09 ±0.27 mas reported by Richichi et al. (1998) . In this work, V3879 Sgr is reported as a visual variable (∆ = 0.5 m over a period of 50 days). Pulsations or a patchy atmosphere could explain the potential diameter discrepancy. Yet, systematic errors not taken into account in our computation and/or in the published values might also explain the discrepancy.
Diameter accuracy
On baseline G1-D0 the dispersion between the consecutive exposures is ±0.4% and is fully compatible with error bars computed by the fit process. On baseline H0-G1 the dispersion is ±1%, but is also fully compatible with the fit error bars. On the contrary, on baseline D0-H0 the dispersion is about ±1.5%, and is significantly larger than the fit error bars. Since FINITO was working on baselines D0-H0 and G1-D0, we can not blame the fringe-tracking loop or a complicated FINITO artifact in the AMBER data-reduction software.
To test the influence of the calibration of the transferfunction slope on the results (Step 2 of Sect. 2.3), we simulated observations with an artificial visibility slope β over the spatial frequency range. Fake data are given by the formula:
where B 0 λ and ∆B λ are the central and the full range of spatial frequencies of the simulation. We used a different definition than in Sec. 2.3, step 2 in order to define Eq. 4 in a dimensionless manner. We chose the same target diameter, baseline length, spectral resolution and spectral window as for the real observations. Practically, this dimensionless computation remains valid as long as the ratio B 0 λ /∆B λ is constant (B 0 λ /∆B λ ≈ 8.2 in our data set). We then fit the simulated data with the same procedure as used in Step 3 of Sect. 2.3. The estimated diameter is displayed in Fig. 5 , in function of the central spatial frequency B 0 λ and for different values of β. Clearly, a remaining instrumental visibility slope has little impact on the estimated diameter for observations spanning the visibility null. The latter acts as a strong "locking point" in the fit process. On the other side, when observing at B λ ∼ 27µm/m, as with the D0-H0 baseline, a change of 0.08 in the slope of the transfer-function leads to an error of 0.1mas (i.e. 1.3%) on the diameter. Our favored explanation for the additional dispersion on baseline D0-H0 is a slight fluctuation of the transfer-function slope between the exposures (probably due to atmospheric seeing and coherence time). As a matter of fact, this also proves the robustness of the presented method on the two other baselines. Fig. 5 . Simulated bias on the diameter in function of the central spatial frequency (marked in meters per microns), and for various β parameters. The gray zone are observations spanning the first visibility null (the visibility null is at 33.5µm/m and the spatial frequency range is 5µm/m). Additional italic scales are dimensionless quantities: ∅.B λ for the horizontal axis, and ∆∅/∅ in percent for the vertical axis.
Potential biases
In our work, we see two specific potential biases, both related to the calibration of the spatial frequencies B λ : the precision on the baseline length itself, and the precision on the AMBER spectral calibration. Note that these issues are generally ignored in optical interferometric data analysis since they are largely dominated by the transfer-function instabilities.
Concerning the baseline length, at VLTI, the threedimensional vector between the two primary mirrors of a telescope pair is known with an accuracy of about one millimeter (conservative estimation). This corresponds to ∼ 0.015% of the smallest baseline of our observations (60m). This value is significantly smaller than our computed statistical errors and can be completely ignored. Another important issue related to the baseline length is the pupil transfer quality. If a telescope beam is vignetted on one side, the baseline is slightly shifted on the other side, since the effectively used section of the primary mirror is no longer centered around the mirror center (reference for the baseline model). In AMBER, the pupil is normally never vignetted more than 20%, which corresponds to a shift of a few tenths of the mirror size. If we assume a primary-mirror size of 1.8 m, and a shift of 10%, the relative error on the baseline is ∼ 0.3%. This value is at the level of our precision.
Concerning the AMBER spectral calibration accuracy, the situation is less clear. This accuracy is not available at all in the literature. In a crude comparison of our AMBER spectra with atmospheric transmission curves in the K-band, we estimate the potential spectral error to be less than 0.02µm. This translates into a 1% error at 2 µm (conservative estimation). This is significantly larger than our precision on the best baselines, meaning that our diameter estimation is most probably limited by this instrumental error source.
Conclusions
From the instrumental point of view, we have demonstrated that:
-AMBER is able to record and process very low-contrast fringes when they are decently locked (down to about 1.5% contrast on a bright K = 0.5 m star, when integrating 60 frames of 1s each); -FINITO is able to lock fringes in the second visibility lobe (where fringes have less than 15% contrast) with a sufficiently good efficiency.
As an on-sky validation, we collected K-band interferometric fringes in the vicinity of the first visibility null of the bright star V3879 Sgr. By fitting the visibility curves, we measured a diameter of 7.56 ± 0.025 mas in three directions simultaneously. We reached such sub-percent accuracy without spending additional time on calibrators since the technique is independent from absolute calibration (at least for baselines that fully span the visibility null). We show that, at this level of precision, several systematic error sources have to be taken into account, for example the spectral calibration of the instrument and the pupil lateral position. From the scientific point of view, this work opens several perspectives for the VLTI in the field of stellar astrophysics:
-By using the AMBER+FINITO setup presented in this paper, one can measure a stellar diameter in three directions simultaneously with high accuracy. This can be used to constrain quickly the oblate photosphere of fast-rotating stars. -By using the same setup, one can precisely measure the value of the visibility minimum between the visibility lobes. Any departure from zero, even small, proves the presence of asymmetric features on (or above) the stellar surface, such as convective or magnetic starspots (in our V3879 Sgr dataset, this minimum is compatible with zero, see Fig. 3 ).
-Finally, by associating fringe-tracking in the second lobe with baseline bootstrapping, one can record visibility points in the third visibility lobe. There, observables become very sensitive to the limb-darkening strength and its spectral dependency, which will allow thorough tests of stellar atmosphere models.
